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West Nepal

Andy Perkins and Andy Cave at Advanced Base Camp, Annapurna III. 
Rob Fairley, 1989. Watercolour. 30cm x 21cm. Private Collection.
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MICK FOWLER

The First Ascent of Gave Ding

The north face of Gave Ding in far western Nepal.  
(All photos: Mick Fowler/Paul Ramsden/Berghaus)

‘My bags are missing.’
This was not the best possible start to the British Far West Nepal 

Expedition 2015. Miraculously Paul Ramsden’s missing bags appeared on 
the next flight but by this time we were late and our driver was fretting about 
driving to the town of  Nepalgunj – so good they called it Nepalgunj – in 
order to catch our meticulously pre-booked flight to the airstrip at Simikot.
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‘I’ve never driven through the night before,’ he explained. I couldn’t recall 
ever having a driver who spoke good English before and contemplated that 
this is not always a bonus. ‘But I think we have enough fuel to get there,’ he 
added in an appropriately reassuring tone. His concern sprang from India’s 
blockade of  fuel supplies to Nepal; queues at the pumps were so long that 
it had taken him 17 hours to gather enough fuel to fill the tank.

A few hours later we were stuck in a queue behind a fatal accident in 
which two policemen had been squashed by an overturned lorry. As the 
lorry was lifted by a rather out of  control JCB the throng of  youths taking 
photos on their mobile phones was such that riot police had to be called to 
restore order. Less than an hour after driving past the spread-eagled bodies 
laid out at the side of  the road we stopped and somehow ended up joining 
in celebratory dancing at what seemed to be a child’s birthday party. Yet 
despite our driver successfully completing his first overnight drive we were 
gutted to arrive late at Nepalgunj airport. Happily our plane was delayed 
and so all was well. We would arrive in Simikot as planned. Seldom has 
a trip started with such a concentrated number of  ups and downs. As we 
waved goodbye to our driver he said he was pleased to have only dozed off  
a couple of  times on the drive and had no idea how he might find enough 
fuel to return to Kathmandu.

Our plan was to try and climb a 6,541m unclimbed mountain called 
Gave Ding in the Humla region of  north-west Nepal. This is not the easiest  
of  spots to get to which is great for keeping the crowds away but does 
add a whole raft of  uncertainties to any trip. It also means the area is  

Northern Humla remains one of the least travelled and least developed corners 
of Nepal. Mules crossing a bridge on day three of the walk-in.

Weaving a way through the Eiger-like walls on the lower section of the face.

relatively unexplored, so much so that the valley we planned to visit had not 
previously been visited by westerners. Our decision to visit was based on 
distant shots from unhelpful angles and Google Earth searches. A key factor 
influencing us was that by setting Google Earth at the right time of  day we 
spotted that the shadow of  the north face of  Gave Ding was longer than 
any other shadow in the area. That presumably meant it was bigger and 
steeper that anything else around. And an unclimbed big face in a valley not 
previously visited by westerners seemed to offer such good ingredients for 
adventurous action that the British Far West Nepal Expedition came into 
being. Steve Burns and Ian Cartwright joined us, Berghaus and the Mount 
Everest Foundation gave support and we could but keep our fingers crossed 
that we had made a good decision.

With only eight people on board the Twin Otter flight from Nepalgunj 
to Simikot an airhostess seemed an unnecessary luxury. Mind you, she was 
delightfully friendly and offered us boiled sweets and earplugs served in 
the same tray. With a population of  around 2,000, Simikot is the admin-
istrative centre of  Humla district. The fact that it is marked on many 
large-scale maps only emphasises how sparsely populated this area is. 
There are almost no roads and while the straight-line distance from 
Nepalgunj is just over 200km, the overland journey takes just under a 
week. Flights are totally weather dependant and there is always a risk of  
being stuck for days. Roads are being built from the south and also from 
Tibet to the north but driving hereabouts is so tortuously slow that flying 
willbe the only realistic access option for most mountaineers and trekkers 
for some time to come.
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Frustratingly, even though the aircraft flies at little more than 4,000m,  
the carriage of  gas cylinders for our stoves was prohibited. Knowing this,  
we paid for cylinders to be portered in weeks in advance.

‘How long did it take to get them here?’ we asked our supplier.
‘Oh, not long. They came on the plane,’ he explained. Knowing the right 

people here is clearly very important.
Back in Kathmandu our liaison officer had decided he might join us later 

and so our team at Simikot consisted of  six of  us: four climbers, our cook 
Prem and his son Lakpa. We also had a porter to carry kerosene and ferry 
kit to base camp if  our mules couldn’t make it all the way. Somehow we 
ended up with far more mules than we needed but the muleteers did an  
admirable job of  spreading the load in such a way that it was not imme-
diately obvious how lightly loaded they were.

After Simikot we were to see no westerners at all. The good mule tracks 
of  this part of  the world took us through ethnically pleasing villages on day 
one and occasional shepherd huts on day two. After day two we were to see 
no more humans at all until the walk out.

It was on day four from Simikot that the real adventure started. This 
was the day we left the main valley leading to Tibet and turned into the 
left branch of  the Lachama khola where we hoped to have a base camp by 
a prominent lake we had spotted on Google Earth at 5,000 metres. Our 
friends Julian Freeman-Attwood, Nick Colton and Ed Douglas had been 
up the right branch in 2011 but we had no real idea how far we might be 
able to make it up the left-hand branch. It didn’t take long for us to find out. 

‘The mules can go no further.’ Prem was interpreting for the muleteers 
who were acting in a way that left little room for doubt. We were at about 

Mick Fowler on the ‘whoop-with-joy’ pitch on day two. Hauling the sack up later 
was not so pleasurable.

Paul Ramsden on day two.
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4,500m and a long way horizontally from our intended base camp. Using 
our one porter to ferry loads was out of  the question. Prem and Lakpa 
offered to help but ultimately we decided it would be easiest to have our 
base camp where we were. And so after a day sorting ourselves out at base 
camp, and nine days after leaving the UK, the four of  us ventured into the 
upper valley to find out whether our gut feeling had been right and exciting 
objectives were to be found here. After all the planning, preparation and 
anticipation it was a tense day.

We need not have feared. The north face of  Gave Ding reared up in a 
complex line of  Eiger-like walls crowned by a Peuterey-like ridge leading to 
a short but sharp headwall. Ice cliffs threatened both sides but in the centre 
there looked to be a single safe line.

First though some acclimatising was necessary and that became more 
than usually problematic. Our plan was to spend time up high in the unex-
plored side valley immediately opposite the north face of  Gave Ding; this 
was ringed by unclimbed 6,000m peaks. But as we gained a better overall 
sense of  the area it became increasingly clear that the contrast between the 
north and south sides of  the mountains here is extreme. We were told it 
had been a weak monsoon and perhaps that was a significant factor but just 
about every face that was not truly north facing was snow-free loose rubble 
up to a height of  5,600m or so.

Water was a real problem. Above the lake where we had originally 
planned to have our base camp we could find no water at all. The glacier 

was completely covered in sun-baked tortuous moraine and no streams at 
all came down from the mountains above. All in all we decided that the 
valley was one of  the most dry and desolate glacial basins we had ever seen; 
we didn’t spend as much time as high as we would have liked and it was not 
our most successful acclimatisation outing. Paul and I could but hope that 
our bodies were ready for the altitude gain involved in climbing the 1,600m 
mixed face that towered above the far side of  the glacier. At least it looked 
hard so we would gain height slowly and thereby stand a chance of  acclima-
tising on the route. Positive thinking is important in Himalayan climbing.

After waiting out a couple of  days of  indifferent weather at base camp we 
camped under the face with seven days’ food and four gas cylinders for the 
stove. Our plan for the first day was to move together up a snow couloir and 
then traverse easily to a possible bivouac spot on a col between a pinnacle 
and the face. The traverse line turned out to be powder snow on slabs and 
very tricky in places but even so by early afternoon we were at our planned 
bivouac spot.

The sharp crest sported no good spots for our little tent so we used a 
snow hammock to hold back as much of  the powdery snow as possible and 
urinated on it in the vague hope that would help freeze everything together. 
This sort of  worked and we ended up with the tent floor draped over a 
50cm-wide crest. Boots and other heavy stuff  hanging in the fabric on either 
side vaguely stabilised matters but the ever-present prospect of  the whole 
show slipping off  to one side did not make for the most relaxing of  nights.

Right: Paul Ramsden approaching  
the summit, on the fifth day after  
crossing the bergschrund.

Above: Mick Fowler exiting from a 
steep mixed section on day two.
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Above us the wall reared up in a series of  blank walls broken by discon-
tinuous white streaks. After much discussion, we had a plan and various 
fall-back plans for this section. Plan A was a curling line of  weakness lead-
ing to a distressingly steep section. If  we failed on this plan B was to abseil 
diagonally out of  the steep section to a parallel line further right. Plan C was 
to traverse a long way back left to a line that looked harder, making plan C 
not much of  a plan at all. A morning of  awkward work on powdery mixed 
ground followed by delicate traversing put us above a huge drop below  
the main difficulties of  plan A. As I arrived at the stance Paul was hanging 
out from the belays craning his neck to get a good view of  the tenuous line 
of  weakness above.

‘Looks hard. Might just go.’
The position had become outrageously exposed. The ground below over-

hung for several hundred feet so that abseiling into plan B was clearly a 
non-runner. That meant we really had to get up the near-vertical mixed 
ground above. Oh dear. There was only one option and it was my lead.

Much as I derive enormous amounts of  retrospective pleasure from  
technical Himalayan climbing it is not often that the Fowler body yelps  
with delight at the time. Here though the situation was exceptional. Snow 
and ice conditions were now perfect, the protection reasonable and the 
climbing just within my limit.

‘Absolutely brilliant!’ I heard myself  shouting to no one in particular.
It soon became apparent that the improvement in conditions was due to 

the consolidating effect of  the large quantities of  spindrift that intermittently 
poured down this part of  the face. But nothing was going to detract from  
my enjoyment here and on the plus side the spindrift waves made for an  
excellent opportunity to test the neck and hood design of  the prototype  
jackets we were testing for Berghaus.

Three fantastic pitches, including a memorable descent from a disturb-
ingly unexpected cul-de-sac, led to an easing of  the angle and a snow crest 
on top of  a buttress which, almost uniquely in my experience, was soft and 
deep enough for us to quickly clear a platform that was only a little short  
of  the size of  our tent. It did collapse a bit in the night, bending the poles, 
but we had expected a sitting bivouac and a bent pole seemed a small price 
to pay for the relative luxury of  tented accommodation.

Above us steep mixed ground led to another rock band cleaved by another 
difficult-looking line of  weakness. By now we were fully appreciating the 
fact that the face is very truly a north face. We had had no sun whatsoever 
since crossing the bergschrund three days earlier and the temperature was 
stubbornly low. Paul persevered out of  sight as I shivered. Soon he reported 
that he was leaving his rucksack hanging on a runner. Never a good sign. 
We both like to avoid the faff  of  hauling if  at all possible. The problem was 
ice too thin for secure protection stretching a long way up a near vertical 
groove. Seconding on a single 7mm rope I couldn’t help but be aware that 
the rope looked very thin and the sack being hauled on the other rope was 
making much smoother progress than I was. It was a pity I couldn’t get any 

photos of  Paul leading such a spectacular pitch. But I did manage to snap 
a shot of  his sack.

By now we were well up the face and excitement levels were growing. 
We seemed to be correct in our judgement that the line was completely safe 
from objective dangers and the climbing was turning out to be even better 
than we had expected. And to end an excellent day we found a perfect tent 
ledge on top of  an ice cliff  just as we were resigned to a sitting bivouac.

Not far above us was the start of  the Peuterey-like section. The Peuterey 
ridge on Mont Blanc is a classic of  its genre with a sharp icy crest in a  
superb position and this bore many similarities to my experience of  the 
upper section of  that route. And here we welcomed the sun for the first 
time in four days, although it seemed to have very little warmth in it and 
we were already commenting that the conditions were among the coldest 
we had experienced on our climbs together.

At the end of  the ridge, a 20m wall of  ice gave access to a small hang-
ing glacier below a 150m headwall of  cornice-fringed, hard blue ice. This 
looked challenging but with gathering clouds our first priority was to get the 
tent up. Thus far the weather had been good with afternoon snow showers 
clearing by nightfall. Now though darkness fell with snow falling heavily. 
Soon the wind picked up and the snow accumulated so that the walls of   
the tent pushed heavily against us. I lay awake deep into the night listening 
to the sound of  the wind and snow. I didn’t sleep well.

It was a relief  when morning dawned clear and calm but bitterly cold.  
We guessed the temperature could be as low as minus 30°C. Around  
75cm of  new snow had fallen and the snowline was way below base camp. 
In places the powder snow was chest deep and it was a fine, energy-sapping 
effort by Ramsden to trail-break a trench to below the headwall.

Mick Fowler in the bivouac tent on descent just below the summit. Temperatures 
were lower than either had previously experienced on expeditions together.
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TOM RICHARDSON

Mukot Peak

The hard blue Himalayan ice here was of  the kind that only those who 
have experienced it can fully appreciate. By now our axes and crampons 
were blunt and bounced ineffectually off  the ice. At one point the enormous 
effort required to get secure placements saw me reduced to clipping into  
the base of  my axe and hanging sack-like against the ice. Exhausting stuff  
this Himalayan climbing. And the cold was so intense that this turned into 
the only climbing day ever that Paul, who seems largely immune to cold, 
wore a down jacket all day.

The summit crest came suddenly. After five days of  hard climbing on the 
steep and inhospitable north side it felt like something of  a release to pull 
into the sun, have a whole new panorama open up and be able to walk about 
freely on the relatively amenable southern slopes. The summit was easily 
reached and a firm summit hug felt to be in order.

We pitched our tent in a good spot just below the top and enjoyed  
spending the last few hours of  daylight soaking in the wonderful view of   
unexplored terrain and relishing the feeling of  having completed the  
climb that we had dreamed of  for the last year. We wondered how close  
the nearest other climbers were and concluded that it was a very long way. 
The remote grandeur of  our position felt very special.

All we had to do now was get down. That took a further two days involv-
ing complex glacier travel on the south-west side, 25 abseils from abalakov 
threads on the north side and four absolutely exhausting hours crossing the 
glacier and descending to base camp. Once down I soon fell asleep and 
spilled my dinner in my lap. Before that, we agreed it had been one of  the 
very best climbs we had done together. And as we walked down through the 
changing seasons of  old growth deciduous forests I knew already that the 
retrospective pleasure of  such a fine trip would stay with me for many years.

Adventures in the remote Himalaya are difficult to beat.

Fowler and Ramsden arrive back at base camp eight days after leaving.

Mukot Peak from base camp during the expedition puja. (Tom Richardson)

Not having made the first ascent of  a Himalayan peak since 1979,  
I decided the time had come to do another. I say ‘first ascent’, but  

unless someone builds a cairn, sticks a flag on it or writes about it some-
where, you never know whether you are really the first and I’m not sure 
that it matters all that much anyway. It’s not a competition.

These days the Nepali government are keen to encourage climbers to visit 
new areas and have consequently opened up new peaks of  moderate height 
and difficulty, trying to tempt people away from the honey pots of  the busy 
Khumbu area into the rest of  the country. It’s a good policy.

KE Adventure Travel, one of  my several employers, has always had  
the spirit of  mountain exploration at their heart, and for autumn 2015 they 
made a plan to make the first official ascent of  Mukot Peak (6087m),  
located in a remote and wild corner of  western Nepal, nestling on the flank 
of  the rarely seen but phenomenal Dhaulagiri 2 (7751m), in Lower Dolpo.

The plan was to have three groups, A, B and C, attempt the peak. Using  
Sherpa support, we would fix ropes on the steepest section leading to the 
summit ridge. I was to lead group B and while excited at the prospect some-


